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WHO WE ARE

City Mental Health Alliance Hong Kong is a not-for-profit membership organisation. We are an 
alliance of businesses working together with mental health experts and partner organisations to 
achieve our vision that every workplace will protect, support and create positive mental health 
for their people. 

We believe workplaces should be places where mental health and wellbeing:
• is no longer stigmatised
• is a boardroom priority
• are part of the solution to mental health issues faced globally



The past year has been one of transition, as businesses 
continue to adapt to new ways of working in the post-
pandemic world. Moving into its sixth year of operation, 
I believe the City Mental Health Alliance Hong Kong 
(CMHA HK) continues to play a vital role in championing 
the topic of workplace mental health both locally and on 
an international level.  

CMHA HK research conducted this year found that 
40% of employees in the professional services sector 
experienced mental health issues in the last 12 months. 
This is a significant increase when compared with results 
from previous research (27% in 2020 and 23% in 
2018). Whilst this is perhaps not surprising given the 
challenges that Hong Kongers faced during the past 3 
years of social, travel, education and work restrictions, it 
highlights more than ever the importance for companies 
to continue to deliver on their people agendas and 
facilitating better workplace mental health.  

CMHA HK has continued to leverage the international 
network and resources of the MindForward Alliance to 
operate as part of a collaborative, business-led alliance 
on a global scale. This is complemented by CMHA 
HK’s focus to provide Hong Kong businesses with local 
expertise to develop and implement effective mental 
health strategies that address specific cultural needs.  

We see strong evidence that workplace mental health 
is increasingly recognised by industry leaders as a key 
management issue and a strategic business priority, 
both as a duty of care for employees and as part 
of good business practice. While the roles of senior 
leaders remain integral to pushing the topic of mental 
health forward within organisations, companies are 
increasingly combining a top-down and bottom-up 
approach to target all levels of the organisation. This 
is demonstrated by increased normalisation of mental 
health conversations, training of Mental Health First 

Aiders, establishment of employee resource groups 
and engagement of employees across functions to take 
ownership of workplace mental health.  

I congratulate the members of the Alliance for making 
notable strides in their work to build and promote 
healthier and happier workplaces, as shown by the 
results of our annual Thriving at Work Assessments. As 
a member-led organisation, CMHA HK looks forward 
to continuing to provide targeted support to employers 
on their journey to creating environments that enable 
employees to thrive. 

It is with great pleasure that we present the 2022/23 
Annual Report, which captures the activities, initiatives 
and finances for CMHA HK over the past financial year. 
I would like to thank and acknowledge the support and 
insightful contributions of the members of the Board 
and the Advisory Panel. I would also like to express my 
sincere gratitude to the CMHA HK executive team for 
their passion and dedication towards crystallising our 
mission. A particular thanks goes to Hannah McLeod, 
our outgoing Managing Director, who stepped into 
the role at short notice and carried the team through 
a period of transition, maintaining the focus and drive 
needed to continue this important work, and to her 
successor Hilleke van Osch who has so seamlessly taken 
up the mantle of leadership.  

This report provides a brief snapshot of the hard 
work that they collectively contribute to serving the 
organisation and its members. Looking forward, I have 
no doubt that CMHA HK will continue to thrive and 
support both our members and the wider business 
community as we carry on our collective journey to 
create and foster mentally healthy workplaces.  
 
Edward Moncreiffe
Chair, CMHA HK Board 

MESSAGE FROM THE CHAIR 
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MESSAGE FROM THE 
MANAGING DIRECTOR
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The start of this reporting period saw Hong Kong 
coming out of the 5th wave of the Covid pandemic, 
which tested employees and their families as well as 
businesses. Rapid changes in the corporate workplace 
over the last three years, combined with surges of 
external pressures and uncertainty, has shown the 
role CMHA HK can play to support members of the 
Alliance build networks and to share our insights with the 
broader Hong Kong corporate community.

In 2022/23, we continued our mission to create mentally 
healthy workplaces that inspire health creation through 
the core areas of Research & Data, Training, Resources, 
Events, and Thought Leadership. The members of the 
Alliance continue to implement innovative solutions 
to workplace challenges. Their willingness to share 
their experience with the wider membership allows all 
members to enhance knowledge and grow expertise.  

For World Mental Health Day we hosted an in-person 
panel discussion of CMHA HK members sharing how 
they support employee wellbeing. Members, community 
partners and non-members were invited providing us 
an opportunity to reconnect. The Insurance Innovation 
Challenge in November was an interactive in-person 
workshop to uncover how companies can provide a 
wider range of mental health services to employees 
through insurance. Sponsored by two member 
companies, the 3-hour workshop brought together 
member and non-member insurance companies 
and brokers, health service providers, mental health 
practitioners, and the Hong Kong Department of Health. 
The challenges identified were further distilled during 
roundtable discussions in February to guide the research 
phase. At an industry level, we held a roundtable 
discussion with our legal members to identify workforce 
challenges facing employees in the legal workplace. 
These innovative projects allow us to work with members 
to uncover obstacles that impact on the development of 
mentally healthy workplaces and find ways in which these 
can be addressed.  

Our employee wellbeing research continued in July with 
13 members participating in the Employee Wellbeing 
survey. The survey found an increase in mental health 

issues, particularly among administration staff, and 
uncovered a general lack of awareness of employer-
provided resources. On the employer-side, results 
from the Thriving at Work Assessment survey showed 
members are improving their workplace culture to be 
more mentally healthy. Our thanks to members who 
completed this self-audit survey which provides CMHA 
HK with valuable insights into how companies are 
shaping workplaces. The 2022 Employee Wellbeing 
report was released in March 2023 and included analysis 
of data from both the Employee Wellbeing survey and 
the Thriving at Work Assessment – showing CMHA HK 
is in a unique position to investigate and report on both 
sides of this important equation.  

The year also saw changes in the CMHA HK Executive 
Team with Managing Director Hannah McLeod 
relocating to Australia with her family and stepping down 
from the role at the end of 2022. On behalf of the 
team, I thank Hannah for her enthusiasm and clear-
sightedness in steering CMHA HK through a year of 
transition and I am grateful for her on-going advice and 
friendship.   

Finally I’m enormously grateful to our members for 
their continued support and commitment to making the 
change they want to see; to our Board Members for 
their contributions and the time devoted to their role, 
particularly our Chair, Ed Moncreiffe, for his guidance 
and generous involvement; and to our Advisory Panel 
and Trainers, for their insights, advice and support for 
the work that we do.  

Our relationships with colleagues, managers and leaders 
play a significant role in the lives of those who work in 
the Hong Kong professional services sector, whether 
office-based or remotely. It is these relationships, and 
the underlying organisational culture and working 
environment, that lie at the core of the change CMHA 
HK members are pursuing, as they create workplaces 
that enhance employees’ wellbeing. It is our privilege to 
work alongside them in this endeavour.
 
Hilleke van Osch
Managing Director, CMHA HK 



Our membership group comprises the following companies: 

OUR 2022/23 MEMBERS 

In 2022-23 CMHA HK welcomed the following companies to the Alliance: 
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We are also grateful for the support of our past members. 



STRATEGIC VISION 2022-2024

OUR 
VISION

EVERY WORKPLACE WILL PROTECT, SUPPORT AND 
CREATE POSITIVE MENTAL HEALTH FOR THEIR PEOPLE.

CMHA HK Business Objectives & KPIs

CMHA HK 
is a leading 
organisation 
on workplace 
mental health in 
Hong Kong

All member 
companies make 
demonstrable 
efforts towards 
excellence in 
workplace mental 
health

CMHA HK is a 
provider of high 
quality workplace 
mental health 
training in Hong 
Kong

CMHA HK plays 
a role in ensuring 
good mental 
health across the 
wider business 
community in 
Hong Kong

How do we hold ourselves accountable? 

Our services remain 
relevant to member 
companies as evidenced 
by a 90% annual 
membership renewal rate

75% of CMHA HK 
member companies 
contribute workplace 
insights and data by 
completing the Thriving 
at Work Assessment 
survey* and participating 
in the Employee Wellbeing 
Survey every two years

*100% of companies completing the 
Thriving at Work Assessment reach 
at least the level of ‘Committed’ 
and 50% reach an overall level of 
‘Achieving’

Employee evaluation of 
our training consistently 
achieves a Net Promoter 
Score >40** 
Where possible, training is 
recognised for professional 
development by local 
professional bodies

**a metric that measures the 
likelihood that the participants will 
recommend our training to someone 
they know

We provide resources in 
English and Chinese and 
make a wide selection 
publicly available through 
the CMHA HK website. 
We collaborate with 
likeminded organisations 
(locally and internationally) 
and participate in public 
events to extend the reach 
of our organisation

In 2021, we established our Key Business Objectives and Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) to guide our work practices. These 
led us to identify four Key Pillars which underpin our 2022-24 work streams allowing us to meet our Business Objectives and 
KPIs. This Annual Report sets out our 2022-23 work streams under these Key Pillars.
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CMHA HK KEY PILLARS: ADDRESSING OUR KPIs TO SUPPORT MEMBERS

Produce evidence-based research and 
data about the state of workplace 
mental health in Hong Kong  

When CMHA HK was established in 2017 limited data existed 
about the mental health of employees in the Hong Kong 
professional services sector and little attention was paid to 
the impact of workplaces on employee wellbeing. CMHA HK 
and our members are proud to have been at the forefront 
of credible and impactful research to bring evidence and 
data to the Hong Kong business community. Throughout we 
have been guided by an Advisory Panel of experts in mental 
health, counselling, general practice and academia.

How this translates to our 2022-2024 strategy:

• Conduct an annual Thriving at Work Assessment survey enabling 
companies to track and benchmark their workplace mental health 
and wellbeing efforts

• Further refine the CMHA HK Guide to Thriving at Work 
• Continue our Early in Careers work stream to tackle a recognised 

area of workplace stress
• Conduct bi-annual Employee Wellbeing surveys 
• Produce a series of industry-specific research papers
• Create a suite of member-only How-to Guides providing guidance 

on the implementation of key initiatives in workplace mental health
• Launched our Insurance / EAP Project to meet member requests for 

information in this area

Support the development and 
implementation of workplace mental health 
strategies through education and practical 
recommendations to corporate stakeholders 

Our training modules and resources are developed with input 
from members and mental health experts to address the needs 
of employees in corporate workplaces. We strive to educate and 
increase understanding, confidence and skills across the corporate 
workforce by offering training which supports leaders, managers, 
HR professionals and general employees. 

How this translates to our 2022-2024 strategy:

• Create education modules suitable for all levels of an 
organisation to provide a comprehensive workplace mental 
health training program for companies

• Deliver the certified Mental Health First Aid (MHFA) course to 
companies (virtually and in-person)

• Offer training in English, Cantonese and Mandarin 
• Conduct 1:1 review and strategy meetings with Operational 

and Senior Leaders to discuss their individual Thriving at Work 
Assessment report and provide practical recommendations on 
how the company can progress their workplace strategies

Bring together and share best 
practice among CMHA HK members  

A key role for CMHA HK is to create opportunities 
which bring companies together to collaborate and 
share best practice within the HK Alliance, our global 
CMHA network, and the wider community. Our goal is 
to ensure that senior leaders of Hong Kong companies 
recognise that the topic of workplace mental health 
should be included on all boardroom agendas.

How this translates to our 2022-2024 strategy:

• Regularly host member-only and public events to facilitate sharing of 
strategies and initiatives that support and promote workplace mental health

• Present the work and objectives of CMHA HK at conferences and panels
• Publish case studies showcasing the achievements of CMHA HK members 
• Collaborate with the CMHA / MindForward Alliance to share best practice 

across our global network
• Regularly share the latest updates, key events and topical research with 

members and the business community through newsletters and bulletins 

1

2

3

Support the wider business 
community in Hong Kong

We aim to ensure that strategic initiatives 
undertaken by CMHA HK members are 
shared with the wider business community in 
Hong Kong to inform and build awareness of 
the importance of creating mentally healthy 
workplaces across all companies. 

How this translates to our 2022-2024 strategy:

• Create relevant and timely resources and make these publically available on the 
CMHA HK website

• Ensure we are relevant to the wider Hong Kong business community by making 
our key resources available in English and Chinese 

• Provide thought leadership on topics related to workplace mental health
• Partner with likeminded organisations to extend the reach of our vision 
• Work with industry bodies to initiate discussions on workplace mental health 

within their sector

4
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ACTIVITY 2022—2023

What follows is an overview of our key areas of work and the milestones achieved during the reporting period: 1 April 2022 to 
31 March 2023. 

Key themes: 

C-SUITE 
INDUSTRY 

SPECIFIC EVENT 
AND RESEARCH 

SERIES

IMPACT 
MEASUREMENT

MENTAL HEALTH 
IN EARLY 
CAREERS

MENTAL 
HEALTH 

COVERAGE 
IN EAPs AND 
INSURANCE

REFRESHING 
GUIDE TO 

THRIVING AT 
WORK

A snapshot of our impact 

14 mental health 
toolkits and 

resources created   

16% overall 
improvement in 
Thriving at Work 

Assessment scores 

1,171 
subscribers to 
our newsletter

179 Mental 
Health First 

Aiders trained

2,947 employees 
trained

161 hours of mental 
health training delivered

9 CMHA HK 
events held

Training delivered 
to 38 companies
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Supporting HK organisations during uncertain circumstances 

As Hong Kong continued to deal with the pandemic, CMHA HK focused on providing 
resources for members and the broader HK corporate community to help employees adjust 
to the associated uncertainty around working and social environments.  

While many member companies had introduced flexible work practices, remote working and quarantine support, CMHA HK 
provided publicly available resources to widely promote mental health and wellbeing practices. 
  
To achieve this, we created a series of Factsheets on topics such as information for new graduates adjusting to what was for 
many a virtual corporate workplace, resources to highlight support available for suicide prevention and burnout, and during 
the holiday season information on managing associated stress. Increasingly our resources are being provided in both Traditional 
Chinese and English to ensure our information is accessible to all Hong Kong employees.  

Through public events we promoted the work done by CMHA HK and our member organisations. On World Mental Health Day 
we held a senior leader panel discussing the importance of senior leaders championing workplace mental health and released a 
public research paper based on the 2022 Thriving at Work Assessment data. 



Research & Data

We strive to ensure that our work is guided by data and evidence. To drive effective change 
it is important to understand the efforts made by employers as well as the experience of 
employees so that workplaces can create environments that are supportive to good mental 
health and help to reduce the stigma associated with mental ill-health. 

Employee Wellbeing Survey 

CMHA HK again undertook the Employee Wellbeing 
Survey, inviting all member companies to share the 
survey link with employees and providing access to an 
independent workplace mental health and wellbeing 
survey. The survey was conducted during June-July 
2022 with the support of 13 CMHA HK members, 
across all sectors and with 396 completed employee 
responses. The survey found that 40% of employees 
had experienced mental health problems over the last 
12 months, up from 27% in 2020 and 23% in 2018. 
The greatest increase was among Administration 
staff, a dramatic increase to 40% from 15% in 2020. 
Administration staff also reported the highest rates of 
depression, and ranked role clarity, hours worked and 
relationships with colleagues as their highest sources of 
work-related stress. 

The findings were reported in the CMHA HK research 
report: Mental Health and Wellbeing in the Workplace 
– Survey of Hong Kong Employees which this year 
included an analysis of findings from the Thriving at 
Work Assessment surveys. Access to both data sets 
gives CMHA HK a unique ability to include both 
employee reported wellbeing and company delivered 
initiatives to create mentally healthy workplaces. While 
many member companies are providing mental health 
resources, 68% of administration staff and 53% of junior 
staff did not access these.   

Thriving at Work 

The 2022 CMHA HK Thriving at Work Assessment 
was released in April with reports sent to members 
in June 2022. 23 member companies completed the 
2022 survey with one member commissioning a second 
survey to report separately on their regional operations. 
Of the companies completing the survey, 13 (58%) 
scored above the CMHA HK average and 8 were new 
members completing the survey for the first time. The 
Research team produced 24 reports and conducted 1:1 
consultation meetings with 22 member companies. These 
meetings give Operational Leads and Senior Sponsors 
the opportunity to discuss in greater detail the findings 
of the report with the CMHA HK team and examine 
obstacles so that potential strategies can be discussed 
and planned for the coming year.   

In October, to highlight workplave mental health on 
World Mental Health Day, we released our annual 
research paper providing key insights into the aggregate 
data of the CMHA HK Thriving at Work data.  A copy 
of the research paper: What are Hong Kong Companies 
doing to Support Employee Wellbeing is publicly 
available on the CMHA HK website. 
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 Pillar 1 - Provide evidence-based research and data on 
the state of workplace mental health in Hong Kong

Communication is key

• 79% of members (23 companies) completed 
the TAW Assessment survey 

• 1 company reached Enhanced (first time) 
• 38% (9) companies reached Excelling 
• 46% (11) companies reached Achieving 
• 74% had completed the Assessment in 2021 
• 16.8% increase in scores year on year, 2021 

to 2022 

38% of employees 
are uncertain how to 
access these services 

Top 3 employment stressors 
Number of 
hours worked 
(40%) 

Lack of career 
progression 
(34%) 

Job nature 
(32%) 

Over 50% of employees experienced symptoms 
associated with mental health problems  

Anxiety 
(40%) 

Depression/ lack 
of interest (34%) 

Inability to stop 
worrying (32%) 

43% of employees are 
unaware of services in 
their employer medical 
insurance package  

Thriving at Work Assessment 
2022 - Key highlights 

https://www.cmhahk.org/Research-and-Data/Mental-Health-in-the-Workplace-Surveys/2022-Survey-of-Hong-Kong-Employees
https://www.cmhahk.org/Research-and-Data/Mental-Health-in-the-Workplace-Surveys/2022-Survey-of-Hong-Kong-Employees
https://www.cmhahk.org/Research-and-Data/Mental-Health-in-the-Workplace-Surveys/2022-Survey-of-Hong-Kong-Employees
https://www.cmhahk.org/Research-and-Data/Mental-Health-in-the-Workplace-Surveys/2022-Thriving-at-Work-Assessment-Survey-Results
https://www.cmhahk.org/Research-and-Data/Mental-Health-in-the-Workplace-Surveys/2022-Thriving-at-Work-Assessment-Survey-Results


Resources 

2022/2023 Highlights 

Summary articles 

Finally, we produced four summary articles to capture 
latest CMHA HK initiatives and key takeaways at CMHA 
HK and Affiliate panel events, including for the:  

• 2022 Thriving at Work Assessment Survey 
Results

• Wellbeing@Work Panel - Rethinking Mental 
Health at Work: The What, Why and How

• AmCham Men’s Mental Health Panel - The 
Power of Vulnerability

• World Mental Health Day 2022 Senior Leader 
Panel

CMHA HK provides comprehensive toolkits, practical guides, resources and information to 
support companies in their efforts to improve workplace mental health. We strive to ensure 
that all our resources are relevant and appropriate to the Hong Kong and regional context.

4 How-to Guides >1,100 subscribers 
to bulletin

3 member case 
studies

5 factsheets 
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During this reporting period, CMHA HK produced 16 
resources in response to the needs of our members. 

Member-only resources

We released a series of detailed ‘How-To Guides’ for 
our members, including on the use of data to inform 
mental health strategy, how to develop a workplace 
mental health strategy, ideas for initiatives and 
campaigns for World Mental Health Day 2022 and how 
to prevent employee burnout.  

Factsheets 

Factsheets are public resources which highlight a range 
of topics under our key themes. This reporting year, we 
created five factsheets on a variety of topics, including:

• Top Tips for Transitioning to the Workplace

• World Suicide Prevention Day 2022 Resource 

• Managing Holiday Stress (English and 
Chinese)

• Spotlight on Burnout 

Member case studies 

The member case study series aims to showcase 
creative and impactful workplace mental health 
initiatives, projects and campaigns to support and 
inspire organisations in Asia on their journey to creating 
mentally healthy workplaces.  

https://www.cmhahk.org/Research-and-Data/Mental-Health-in-the-Workplace-Surveys/2022-Thriving-at-Work-Assessment-Survey-Results
https://www.cmhahk.org/Research-and-Data/Mental-Health-in-the-Workplace-Surveys/2022-Thriving-at-Work-Assessment-Survey-Results
https://www.cmhahk.org/docs//News-and-Views-(Articles-etc.)/W@W-Article---May-2022.pdf
https://www.cmhahk.org/docs//News-and-Views-(Articles-etc.)/W@W-Article---May-2022.pdf
https://www.cmhahk.org/docs//News-and-Views-(Articles-etc.)/AmCham-Panel-Article---June-2022.pdf
https://www.cmhahk.org/docs//News-and-Views-(Articles-etc.)/AmCham-Panel-Article---June-2022.pdf
https://www.cmhahk.org/docs//News-and-Views-(Articles-etc.)/WMHD-Senior-Leaders-Panel-Article---Oct-2022.pdf
https://www.cmhahk.org/docs//News-and-Views-(Articles-etc.)/WMHD-Senior-Leaders-Panel-Article---Oct-2022.pdf
https://www.cmhahk.org/Toolkits-and-Resources/How-to-Guides
https://www.cmhahk.org/docs//Coronavirus/Top-Tips-for-Transitioning-into-the-Workplace.pdf
https://www.cmhahk.org/docs//Factsheets/CMHA_WSPD_Factsheet2022_Final.pdf
https://www.cmhahk.org/docs//Factsheets/How-to-Manage-Holiday-Stress.pdf
https://www.cmhahk.org/docs//Factsheets/How-to-Manage-Holiday-Stress-Chinese.pdf
https://www.cmhahk.org/docs//Factsheets/Factsheet-Spotlight-on-Burnout.pdf
https://www.cmhahk.org/Toolkits-and-Resources/Case-Studies


Training

To uphold the principle that our work is led by members and guided by experts, our training 
modules are developed in collaboration with members and with input from organisations, our 
expert trainers, and members of our Advisory Panel. 

Training strategy 

During the reporting period we designed a training 
roadmap to reach employees throughout the lifecycle 
and drive behavioural change from top to bottom.  
The roadmap will be launched in Q4 2023 and will 
include the following training modules: 

• revised General Mental Health Awareness  
• revised Successful Transition to the Workplace 
• revised and expanded Manager Training 
• new Leadership Training  

To promote early intervention, the training now takes 
a proactive opportunity-based approach to building 
mentally healthy workplaces, rather than a reactive 
risk-based approach. We’ve also included an extended 
focus on participant mental health to increase self-
awareness and self-compassion to build empathy and 
compassion for others and reduce stigma. 

Content development  

Manager Training now focuses on the importance 
of building a culture of psychological safety at work 
to encourage open and honest discussions about 
employee wellbeing. This approach promotes: 

• collaborating with employees to support work-life 
balance  

• creating an open and safe space within your 
teams so that those in need of support feel 
comfortable asking for help before they become 
mentally unwell 

As part of CMHA HK being member-led, and to 
ensure our new leadership training module addresses 
the issues faced by members, we conducted interviews 
with leaders to understand the demand and appetite 
for leadership training and will begin development of 
this module in Q3 2023. 

Participant experience 

Training modules have been updated to include more 
interactive components, scenario-based role-plays and 
new media assets in the form of demo videos and 
audio clips.  
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Pillar 2 - Support the development and implementation of 
workplace mental health strategies through education and 
practical recommendations to key corporate stakeholders

Training for the Hong Kong Club Managers’ Association 

“Kim (trainer) is so brilliant. This has 

been the best mental health session I 

have ever attended. Thank you! ” - 
BNY Mellon training participant



2022/2023 Highlights 

Training topics include: General Mental Health Awareness, Manager training, Building 
Resilience, Successful Transition to the Workplace and Managing Stress. All are delivered 
in English, Cantonese and Mandarin.

“Well paced and great 

tips, especially on shared 

vulnerability.” - King 
& Wood Mallesons 
training participant 

15 modules 95 sessions 
delivered

38 companies 
trained

2,947 
participants
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43.5 Net 
Promoter Score

8.4 out of 10 
training rating 

“Very useful for learning 

what resilience is about.” - 
Aon training participant 

“I enjoyed the session and it 

was great to be reminded of 

certain things in life regarding 

mental health that I usually 

ignore or take for granted.” - 
Haymarket training participant



Events

Events are designed to assist members and the wider corporate community gain the 
knowledge, information and support they need to enable them to make and sustain change in 
their workplaces. The CMHA HK events strategy includes member, affiliate, and global events.

2022/2023 Highlights 

Insurance Innovation Challenge 

CMHA HK Innovation Projects leverage our membership 
and community network to address challenges that require 
a new approach and critical mass, in order to drive change.  
We brought together a diverse group of stakeholders 
(insurance companies and brokers, health service providers, 
mental health practitioners, and a representative from the 
Hong Kong Department of Health) to explore the general 
challenge statement: ‘how might we come together to tackle 
the barriers to providing more extensive mental health 
coverage in corporate insurance packages?’ We ran the 
workshop using a systems thinking framework and arrived 
at specific challenge statements to be solutioned by working 
groups.  

Working Group 1, which included Bupa, HSBC Life, Pacific 
Prime, KPMG, Matilda Hospital, Central Minds, met to 
discuss Challenge Statement 1 in February 2023 and agreed 
that a data collection pilot would be the best approach 
to solving the challenge statement. We look forward to 
continuing our Innovation Projects in the next financial year. 

CMHA HK Events  

We organised nine CMHA HK events in the past year to 
bring our members together to share best practice, hear 
from experts and discuss key topics. A few event highlights 
include:

• Early in careers panel: A panel of experts and 
recent graduates explored, amongst other topics, the 
theme of loneliness and challenges in transitioning to the 
workplace (especially in light of the pandemic).  

• Mental health in the legal industry: We brought 
together members in the legal industry to identify and 
discuss key challenges facing employees working in the 
sector. This is the first in our series of events focussing 
on mental health in the legal sector. 

• Awareness and culture: This Member Insight & 
Exchange Session focused on Standards 2&3 of the 
CMHA HK Guide to Thriving at Work. We delved into 
how organisations can foster a culture of openness and 
communicate the support and resources available whilst 
respecting cultural norms and preferences.  

• Spotlight session on burnout: This sharing session 
gathered expert speakers to explore the causes of 
burnout, prevention methods and what employers can 
do to better support employees.

• WMHD senior leader panel: To mark World Mental 
Health Day 2022, we brought together senior leaders 
to share their views on the importance of championing 
a workplace mental health strategy.

Global Events  

• MindForward Alliance senior leader roundtable: 
Senior leaders from across the global MindForward 
Alliance community came together for an important 
conversation on how to make mental health a 
boardroom priority.  

• Global summit: CMHA HK participated in the 
inaugural MindForward Alliance workplace mental health 
summit and engaged members to share case studies 
and stories from the Thriving at Work journey.  

9 member 
events

385 attendees 
(in-person and virtual)

>23 companies
attended the senior 
leader event for World 
Mental Health Day

7 affiliate 
events
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Pillar 3 - Bring together and share best practice among CMHA HK members 
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World Mental Health Day Senior Leader Panel 2022

Legal Sector Roundtable 2022

Insurance Innovation Challenge 2022

“I found this event extremely 

useful because we have all the 

stakeholders within the ecosystem 

in the same room trying to come 

up with a solution together.” - Dr. 

Wing Chan, Chief Medical Affairs, 

HSBC Life at the CMHA HK 

Insurance Innovation Challenge 



Communication & Thought Leadership

In 2022-23 we continued to share workplace mental 
health strategies and programs with our members 
and provided best-practice research, innovation and 
initiatives from our global CMHA partners and external 
agencies. Through this, we aim to support and inspire 
workplace and community development.  

We continued to circulate a monthly member email 
providing updates on upcoming events, new resources, 
key findings from our research, and developments in 
assessments and training. We also regularly share our 
latest news and resources with the business community 
via LinkedIn. 

Affiliate Events 

Since April 2022, CMHA HK has participated in six 
external conferences, panels and events to share with 
the wider community what we and our members have 
learned with regard to workplace mental health. Our 
aim is to ensure that the lessons from experience and 
research are shared widely, thereby further promoting 
the importance of supporting employee mental health 
through workplace strategies. 

As a membership-based organisation, the needs of members drive our operations. A key role 
of the CMHA HK is to share lessons learned and ensure that companies and individuals are 
kept informed of developments and new evidence on workplace mental health initiatives.
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Pillar 4 - Support the wider business community in Hong Kong

Supporting Organisation 

We were delighted to be a supporting organisation of the 
following events:  

• The Hong Kong Institute of Bankers’ Annual Banking 
Conference

• “Journey to Racial Equality” conference hosted by The 
Zubin Foundation 

• Mind HK “Move it for Mental Health” campaign

• The Weez Walk 2023 

Newsletters and Bulletins

Our periodic newsletters and bulletins are distributed to a 
database of over 1100 subscribers. Each edition spotlights 
a key theme, including: 

• Early careers: transitioning to the workplace

• Suicide prevention resources 

• Mental health and ESG

LinkedIn 

Our CMHA HK LinkedIn page provides an additional 
channel to connect with the business community and raise 
awareness of the importance of workplace mental health. 
In the period covered by this report, we saw followers of 
our LinkedIn page grow by over 50% bringing our total 
followers to over 1,500 people. 

As we continue our efforts to raise awareness of 
workplace mental health within the Hong Kong 
community, CMHA HK has been featured across a wide 
selection of the media. 
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Our Board is made up of representatives from across our group of member companies. It exists to drive 
the strategic direction of the CMHA HK, ensuring its purpose to be member-led and support the needs of 
businesses in Hong Kong. This reporting period saw changes among our Board members as we welcomed 
Peter Picton-Phillipps from EY to the Board in June, expanding the representation of our membership and 
broadening the expertise among Board members. We farewelled Gilbert Li who had been an active member of 
the Board since mid-2020 and we thank him for his contribution to the organisation. We are grateful to all our 
Board members for their dedication and constancy; and their support and enthusiasm for the work we do. 

CMHA HK BOARD
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Clockwise from top left: Mark Saunders, Peter Picton-Phillipps, Ed Moncreiffe, Sammi Cho, Peter Reynolds, Nikki Williams, Jennifer Tam. 

MARK SAUNDERS

Head of Client 
Partnerships, Asia 
Pacific, JLL

PETER PICTON-PHILLIPPS

Senior Partner, EY 
Greater China

ED MONCREIFFE - CHAIR

CEO, HSBC Insurance 
(Asia) Limited 

SAMMI CHO

Chief Executive, 
BNY Mellon

PETER REYNOLDS
Partner Head of Greater 
China, Oliver Wyman 

JENNIFER TAM

Partner, Mayer Brown

NIKKI WILLIAMS 

Associate Director - 
HR, Allen & Overy



ADVISORY PANEL 

DR HANNAH REIDY DR SHARMEEN SHROFFDR CHARLES BRANTLY JONATHAN TENNANT 

DR OLGA (OLYA) ZAYTS

Director, Knowledge 
Translation, The Black 
Dog Institute Australia

General Practitioner, 
Central Health Medical 
Practice

Clinical Psychologist 
and CEO, Mind HK 

Founder and Clinical 
Psychologist, Central 
Minds Hong Kong

Professor, Centre for the 
Humanities and Medicine, 
University of Hong Kong

KIMBERLY HO

Counselor, Central 
Health Medical 
Practice 

DR ZOË FORTUNE

Adjunct Assistant 
Professor, University 
of Hong Kong 
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CMHA HK is member-led and expert guided. To achieve this, our work is reviewed and informed by 
professionals from a range of healthcare and other sectors to ensure our messaging and resources on 
mental health are factually accurate and appropriate for our audience. We are fortunate to have worked 
with a dedicated team of professionals who have been with us throughout the entire CMHA HK journey. 
The members of the Advisory Panel span psychology, counselling, general medical practice, education and 
academic research and generously contribute their time and expertise. We are grateful for their support. 



FINANCIALS

Our audited accounts for the period 1 April 2022 to 31 March 2023 are provided below.

City Mental Health Alliance Hong Kong Ltd.

Income Statement for the period 1 April 2022 - 31 March 2023

Revenue

Cost of service
Gross profit

Other revenue

Bank interest income
Sponsorship income 

Administrative and other operating expenses

Accounting fee
Audit and tax fee
Bank fees
Business registration fee
Company secretarial fee
Consultancy fee*
Donation
Exchange loss
Office expenses
Online tools subscription 
Printing and stationery 
Rent
Sundry expenses
Trainer fees
Travel - national
Website development fee

Surplus before income tax
Income tax expense 
Surplus for the period

 HKD 

 3,007,850 
 (121,826)

  2,886,024 
 

 4,422 
 100,000 
 104,422 

-
 29,000 
  1,280 

  150
 2,065 

 2,313,826
25,875

101
  1,500 

 39,795 
 14,599 
 91,200 
3,753 

171,450 
 803 

13,527
 (2,708,924)

 281,522 
(16,869)
264,653
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*All CMHA HK staff are employed on contractor terms, hence staff costs are classified as Consultancy Fee. 



City Mental Health Alliance Hong Kong Ltd.

Statement of Financial Position at 31 March 2023

Current assets

Bank balances
Accounts receivable
Deposits
Prepayments
Income tax payable

Current liabilities 

Accruals and other payables
Unearned revenue
Income tax payable

Net assets

Fund

Accumulated fund

 HKD 

 2,138,907  
  101,500 
  30,000 

-
2,004

2,272,411

 216,631 
  1,237,500 

 -
 1,454,131 

 
818,280

 
 818,280 
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Allocation of expenses

Staff and contractors

Trainer fees

Office accomodation and resources

Management and administration



LOOKING FORWARD

Our role moving forward continues to be one of support, research and resourcing, to 
highlight the work of members and share international best practice which informs mentally 
healthy workplace practices. A key focus remains supporting those coordinating change 
within their companies, providing opportunities for leaders and managers to connect across 
organisations and sectors, sharing ideas which can multiply across our corporate community. 

We aim to expand our membership to include more Hong Kong headquartered companies, 
sharing member best practice which addresses workplace challenges and providing bilingual 
resources and training in Cantonese, Mandarin and English to service the needs of these 
Hong Kong companies.   
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The City Mental Health Alliance Hong Kong (CMHA HK) is a 
not-for-profit membership organisation. We are an alliance of 
businesses, working together with mental health experts and partner 
organisations, to achieve our vision that every workplace will 
protect, support and create positive mental health for their people. 

We provide training, events, resources, research and practical 
support for companies wishing to create mentally healthy 
workplaces.

www.cmhahk.org

CONTACT
For more information, please email: info@cmhahk.org

Website: cmhahk.org

LinkedIn: City Mental Health Alliance Hong Kong 

www.cmhahk.org

